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Abstract - A texture segmentation algorithm is developed, utilizing a wavelet-based multi-resolution

analysis of general imagery. The wavelet analysis yields a set of quadtrees, each composed of high-

high (HH), high-low (HL) and low-high (LH) wavelet coefficients. Hidden Markov trees (HMTs)

are designed for the quadtree HH, HL and LH wavelet coefficients. Many textures have intricate

structure, extending beyond the support of a single quadtree. Therefore, for a given texture we define

a set of states, each characterized by unique statistics. The state occupied by a given quadtree is

“hidden”, and a hidden Markov model (HMM) is developed to characterize the statistics of a given

quadtree with respect to the statistics of surrounding quadtrees. Each HMM state is characterized by

a unique set of HMTs (one each for the HH, HL and LH wavelet coefficients). An HMM-HMT

model is developed for each texture of interest, with which texture segmentation is achieved. Several

numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the model, with comparisons to alternative

approaches.

I. Introduction

Image segmentation represents a problem of long-standing interest, having motivated several

algorithms over the last several decades [1-10]. One of the most widely used techniques involves

Markov random fields (MRFs) [2,4,6,8], with these equivalent to Gibbs distributions [4]. The

original MRFs were applied principally to black-and-white imagery, with this extended recently to

the case of color images [8]. With regard to the latter, each pixel is represented by a three-

dimensional vector, characteristic of its strength in the red, green and blue spectral bands. Each

vector can therefore be viewed as a multi-resolution representation of the associated pixel, each

vector component representative of a distinct frequency band.
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The concept of decomposing an image into different spectral bands, or equivalently into

multiple scales, is motivated in part by perceived properties of the human visual system [11]. This

has motivated a multi-scale random-field model for Bayesian image segmentation [5]. In [5] a

wavelet-based multi-resolution analysis was not used explicitly. However, a Markov model was used

to characterize the statistical relationship between pixels at different scales. The characteristics of

each pixel are modeled as being dependent on a pixel label, the label specifying one of a finite

number of classes. The statistics of the pixel value or pixel vector (the latter characteristic of color

imagery, as in [8]) are tied to the associated class label, the latter determined via the Markov multi-

scale model.

In all of the aforementioned algorithms, the texture class was assigned at the pixel level, in

terms of characteristics of neighboring pixels at the same resolution [1,2,4,6,8], or in the context of

a multi-scale decomposition [5].  More recently texture designation has not been assigned at the

pixel level, rather a contiguous block of pixels are collectively assigned to a given texture. For

example, Li et al. [9,10] developed a procedure in which a given image is decomposed into a set of

contiguous blocks, with each block characterized by a general feature vector. Recognizing that the

block statistics are in general nonstationary, as viewed across the entire image, block states were

introduced. The statistics of a feature vector associated with a given block are dependent exclusively

on the state the block occupies. However, the states occupied by the blocks are “hidden”, and a

hidden Markov model is used to account for inter-block statistics. In particular, the state occupied

by a given block is dependent on, in general, two neighboring blocks, these defined in a causal sense

[10]. This model has been extended recently to account for multiresolution information within and

between blocks, this effected via a wavelet decomposition. In [9], analogous to [5], a Markov model

is employed to characterize the inter-resolution information, with the low-low (LL) wavelet bands

used at each resolution (scale).

In [9,10] the authors perform a global analysis of a given image, with the inter-block

statistical information accounted for via the inter-block HMM model (diagonally, from top left to

bottom right). As an alternative to such a global model, Crouse et al. [7] have developed a localized

quadtree multi-resolution model, based on a wavelet decomposition of the original image. Like
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[9,10], the image is segmented block-wise (rather than one pixel at a time [2,4,6,8]), with each block

characteristic of a wavelet-based quadtree. In particular, a general wavelet analysis decomposes an

image into HH, HL and LH spectral bands (plus a LL image at the coarsest scale), and an HMM is

used to model the inter-scale wavelet coefficients, from the root node to the leaf nodes [7]. Because

this procedure exploits the natural quadtree character of the wavelet decomposition, it is termed a

hidden Markov tree (HMT) [7]. Distinct HMTs are designed for the HH, HL and LH wavelet

coefficients of a given quadtree. A set of HMTs are designed for each texture of interest, with which

image segmentation is effected. Note that in the HMT the three sets of wavelet coefficients HH, HL

and LH are employed, while in [9] the LL band was used at each scale.

In the work reported here we seek a compromise between the global HMM inter-block

statistics used in [9,10] and the localized quadtree segmentation introduced in [7]. In particular, like

in [9,10] we associate a given block with a “hidden” state. However, rather then employing such in

the context of a global HMM for the entire image, the state of a given block is linked to the statistics

of the eight surrounding, contiguous blocks. Note that this is distinct from the causal top-to-bottom

model used in [9,10]. We employ a wavelet-based multi-resolution analysis, each block

representative of a quadtree. The state-dependent block statistics are modeled via the quadtree HMTs

introduced in [7]. Each texture is in general characterized by multiple states (the blocks associated

with a given texture reside within one of several states), and a distinct set of HMTs are used to model

the wavelet coefficients associated with a given state. This yields an HMM-HMT model, with the

HMM accounting for inter-block statistics, with the HMT accounting for the intra-block state-

dependent wavelet statistics.

The remainder of the text is organized as follows. In Sec. II we detail the HMM-HMT image-

segmentation formulation, with several example results discussed in Sec. III. The performance of

the HMM-HMT algorithm is compared to that of several alternative algorithms. The work is

summarized and conclusions are discussed in Sec. IV.
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II. Algorithm Formulation

A. Wavelet decomposition and HMT model

Consider an image I , sampled uniformly in two dimensions, with 1�n�2  and 1�m�2  (themn
N  N

image need not be square, but we assume such here, for simplicity). We are interested in segmenting

subregions of I  into different textural classes. The multiresolution properties of textures often yieldmn

significant information in the context of classification, and therefore we perform a two-dimensional

wavelet decomposition of I . At this point we do not concern ourselves with the particular waveletmn

family employed. For reasons to become clear below, we define LL �I . After the initial0
mn mn

application of the two-dimensional wavelet decomposition [11], we obtain four new images LL ,1
mn

HH , LH  and HL , where now 1�n�2  and 1�m�2 . The image HH , for example, is the1  1   1    N-1  N-1    1
mn  mn  mn         mn

result of applying the high-pass wavelet filter in both directions of LL , and then down sampling0
mn

by a factor of two. This process is repeated sequentially, with LL , HH , LH  and HL  , fork  k  k   k
mn  mn  mn  mn

1�n�2  and 1�m�2  , representing the filtered and down-sampled output from LL , where forN-k  N-k         k-1
mn

the latter 1�n�2  and 1�m�2 . Assume that we consider M�N wavelet levels, from which theN-k+1  N-k+1

coarsest-resolution filtered images LL , HH , LH  and HL  are composed of 2 ×2M  M  M   M     N-M N-M
mn  mn  mn  mn

pixels, these termed the “root” nodes in the wavelet decomposition. We therefore have 2 ×2N-M N-M

HH, LH and HL quadtrees [7,11] (three distinct sets of quadtrees). In addition there is an LL image 

at the coarsest resolution LL , which contains low-frequency information not utilize here. EachM
mn

of the quadtrees is characterized by 2 ×2  pixels (leaf nodes) at the finest resolution of theM-1 M-1

quadtree, this corresponding to a 2 ×2 region in the original image I  (see Fig. 1) Our objectiveM M 
mn

is to assign each such 2 ×2  block into one of several textures of interest. Consequently, the size ofM M

such blocks is directly linked to the number of wavelet levels M employed.

Our objective is to develop a statistical model for characterization of the wavelet coefficients

associated with the block-dependent HH, LH and HL quadtrees, while also accounting for the 

statistical relationships of adjoining blocks. Considering first the statistics of an isolated 2 ×2M M

block, we note that in [7] a hidden Markov tree (HMT) approach has been developed to characterize

the statistics of the HH, LH and HL quadtrees. In particular, level k of the wavelet quadtree is 
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characterized by 2 ×2 pixels, and therefore at the root node k=M the quadtree is characterizedM-k M-k 

by a single node. The root node serves as the “parent” node for four “children” at wavelet level k=M-

1. The four nodes at level k=M-1 each likewise serve as “parents” for four distinct “children” nodes

at level k=M-2, with this process repeating until we reach the k=1 leaf level. This parent-child

decomposition is depicted in Fig. 2. The HMT is a means of processing the sequential information

inherent to the multi-level wavelet coefficients, in which the Markov model is defined in terms of

the sequence of parent and children nodes, starting at the root node and proceeding to the finest level

(the k=1 level). The statistical relationship between a given parent and its associated children is

modeled as a Markov process, and the HH, HL and LH quadtrees are treated as statistically

independent, for simplicity. Further details on the quadtree-based HMT can be found in [7], where

here we apply a two-state model for each node of the tree. The associated wavelet coefficient in each

such state is modeled via a single Gaussian, although one could employ a Gaussian-mixture model

[12] if appropriate. 

The fundamental assumption in HMT-based texture segmentation is that the statistics of a

given texture are stationary over the support of the aforementioned 2 ×2  image blocks. TheM M

complex textures of interest here are composed substructure that may vitiate this assumption, and

therefore the number of wavelet levels M must be relatively large to assure that a single HMT model

can capture all of the associated statistics. However, this implies that the block size 2 ×2  becomesM M

relatively large, hindering the ability to finely delineate the boundary of two textural regions. We

desire here the use of relatively small blocks, for enhanced segmentation resolution, while

accounting for the statistical relationships between adjoining blocks. In particular, for a given texture

type T , we define a set of states S , where S  represents the lth state of texture i. In Fig. 3 we presenti        il   il

examples of what the different states of a given texture may represent. Each textural state S  isil

designed to capture different textural substructure. Let W , W  and W  represent the waveletHH  HL  LH

coefficients associated with the HH, HL and LH quadtrees, respectively. We employ the HMT

construct to design associated state- and texture-dependent HMTs p(W �S ), p(W �S ) andHH il  HL il

p(W �S ). Consequently, a given 2 ×2  block is assumed to reside in a particular state of a certainLH il
M M

texture, with the statistical likelihood of such a state dictated by the states occupied by adjoining

blocks. It is also possible to introduce mixture states, characteristic of a combination of multiple
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(1)

(2)

textures within a single block [9,10]. However, in the work presented here we do not consider such

additional complexity.

B. HMM-HMT texture model

In the model developed here, we assume that the statistics of a given quadtree are dependent

only on the state S  of the associated image block. However, although the wavelet coefficients W ,il           HH

W  and W  are observable, the underlying image-block states are “hidden”. In [9,10] the authorsHL  LH

considered a global means of accounting for the statistical relationships between adjoining blocks.

In the work reported here we employ a related, but local decomposition. Consider the nine

contiguous blocks depicted in Fig. 4. We assume that all such blocks are associated with the same

texture, but each block may occupy a different texture-dependent state. Let W , W  and Wj  j   j
HH  HL  LH

represent the wavelet coefficients associated with block j, where 1�j�9 (see Fig. 4). The likelihood

that these coefficients are associated with texture T  is given byi

In (1) we have assumed that texture T  is characterized by K states. Each of the likelihoods p(W ,i          HH
j

W  , W �S ) are represented by the quadtree HMT discussed in the previous section. It remainsj   j j
HL  LH il

therefore to define the likelihood of the underlying states p(S ···S ).1 9
il ip

Recall the block labeling depicted in Fig. 4. In general we have

In (2) we have dropped the subscripts on S , for simplicity. On the third line of (2) we haveil
j

approximated p(S �S , � j�5)� p(S �S , S , S , S ), based on the assumption that the statistical5 j    5 1  2  3  4
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(3)

dependence between adjacent blocks will be strongest for those blocks sharing a common edge. The

forth line in (2) is a consequence of Bayes theorem. We now further approximate p(S , S , S , S �1  2  3  4

S )�p(S � S )p(S � S )p(S � S )p(S � S ), based on the assumption that blocks not sharing a common5 1  5 2  5 3  5 4  5

edge are approximately independent. Using a similar approximation, we have p(S , S , S , S �S , S ,6  7  8  9 1  2

S , S )�p(S �S , S )p(S �S , S )p(S �S , S )p(S �S , S ). After making all of the aforementioned3  4 6 1  2 7 1  3 8 2  4 9 3  4

approximations, we have 

The representation in (3) implies a Markov model for the sequence of states characteristic of the nine

contiguous blocks, with this depicted in Fig. 5. To simplify model parameter estimation, and based

on the assumed isotropic character of the inter-block statistics, we assume the approximations p(S �1

S )=p(S � S )=p(S � S )=p(S � S ) and p(S �S , S )=p(S �S , S )=p(S �S , S )=p(S � S , S ).5 2  5 3  5 4  5   6 1  2 7 1  3 8 2  4 9  3  4

The proposed model can be summarized as follows. The underlying “hidden” states

corresponding to the contiguous blocks in Fig. 4 are modeled as a Markov sequence, emanating from

the center block of the unit of nine blocks. Arbitrary features can be used to characterize the statistics

of a given state, but here we employ a wavelet decomposition of the original image I , and themn

features characteristic of a given block j are represented by the wavelet coefficients W , W  andj  j
HH  HL

W . The state-dependent statistics are modeled via the HMT, with p(W �S ), p(W � S ) andj           j   j
LH           HH il   HL  il

p(W �S ) representing the statistics of block j, for the lth state of texture i. The Markov model forj
LH il

the spatial relationship between adjoining blocks accounts for inter-block spatial information, while

the quadtree-based HMT accounts for the multi-resolution intra-block statistics. The latter statistics

are tied to the state of the block, S . We denote this a “HMM-HMT” model, in which we utilize theil

quadtree HMT [7] to account for intra-block multi-resolution statistics, with the HMM component

characteristic of the inter-block statistics (see Fig. 5).

In the proposed segmentation procedure, an HMM-HMT model is developed for each texture

of interest, based on training data. Each texture-dependent model has an associated set of states S ,il

and therefore each texture model employs a distinct set of state-dependent multi-resolution HMTs.
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Given a particular contiguous set of blocks, as depicted in Fig. 4, the associated block-dependent

quadtree wavelet coefficients W , W  and W  are submitted to models of the form in (1), for allj  j   j
HH  HL  LH

textures of interest. The middle block (block 5 in Fig. 4) is assigned to that texture for which the

associated HMM-HMT model yields the maximum likelihood. In particular, rather than segmenting

all nine blocks to a given texture, only the middle block (block 5) is so segmented. Each of the

blocks in the image sequentially plays the role of block 5, thereby yielding the segmentation. In this

procedure the texture assigned to a given block (block 5 in Fig. 4) is influenced by those eight blocks

with which it has direct contact (all blocks j�5 in Fig. 4). Such a formulation is naturally amenable

to a parallel implementation. 

C. Details on model training and testing 

Using training imagery characteristic of texture T , and using a prescribed number of waveleti

levels M, we define 2 ×2  image training blocks. Assume that the texture is characterized by KM M

states, {S , 1�k�K}. A distinct set of training blocks is assigned to each of the K states, to initializeik

the model, with this issue discussed further below for the particular examples considered. The

training blocks associated with S  are now used to design three associated wavelet-based HMTs, forik

the HH, HL and LH wavelet-coefficient quadtrees. The HMT training procedure is based on the

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [13], this termed the Baum-Welch algorithm [14] in the

context of hidden Markov models (HMMs). A modified form of the EM algorithm is detailed in [7],

as applied to wavelet-based HMTs. Separate HMTs are designed for the HH, HL and LH wavelet-

coefficient quadtrees, for each textural state S .ik

Having now initialized the state-dependent wavelet-based HMTs (representative of intra-

block statistics), we now consider training the hidden Markov inter-block model. The inter-block

model is referred to as an HMM, to distinguish it from the intra-block HMTs. In the training of the

HMM, we consider sets of nine contiguous blocks, as in Fig. 4, these taken from the available

training data for texture T . The HMM training is implemented via a modified form of the Viterbii

algorithm [15]. In particular, for texture T  let  �  represent the probability that block five is in S  i   k         ki
i

(	  �  =1). These are the traditional initial-state probabilities used in HMMs [16]. For texture T , thek k              i
i
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(5)

probability of transitioning from S  in block five to S  in block one is denoted � , for 1�k�K andik     il      k,l
i

1�l�K (	  � =1). Recall that the state transitions from block five to blocks one through four arel k,l
i

approximated as independent and identical. Therefore, for example, the probability of transitioning

from S  in block five to S  in block two is also denoted � , for 1�k�K and 1�l�K. Further, theik     il       k,l
i

probability that block six is in S , given that blocks one and two are in S and S , respectively, isim          ik   il

denoted as � (	  � =1). The latter transition probabilities are also used analogously to modeli   i
klm m k,l,m

transitions to blocks seven through nine.

The statistical model for texture T  is therefore characterized by the initial-state probabilitiesi

for block five, � ; state-transition probabilities, �  and � ; and state-dependent likelihoods ofi    i   i
k    k,l  k,l,m

observing wavelet-quadtree coefficients, with these defined via the aforementioned HMTs. With

regard to the latter, let b (W ) represent the likelihood of the wavelet-quadtree coefficients W  fromi j         j
k

block j (cumulatively, for the HH, HL and LH quadtrees), as quantified by the HMT model for state

k of texture T  (state S ).i  ik

Having introduced notation, we now summarize the modified-Viterbi training algorithm.

Considering a given nine-block unit (see Fig. 4) used to train the model for texture T , we firsti

compute 

Addressing the transitions from block 5 to blocks 1-4, we now compute

where 1�k1, k2, k3, k4�K. Finally, we address transitions to blocks 6-9, as
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(6)

(7)

where 1�k6, k7, k8, k9�K. By maximizing (6), we estimate the states occupied by blocks 6-9, and

sequentially working backwards we yield the estimated states occupied by blocks 1-4 (from (5)) and

finally the estimated state occupied by block 5 (from (4)). The computations in (4), (5) and (6) are

order K, K  and K complexity, as opposed to order K  for a direct computation of all possible states5  8      9

occupied by the nine blocks in Fig. 4. However, more important than computational savings, in the

context of training, the formalism introduced yields a statistical model for the inter-block statistics,

of importance in texture classification during testing.

After implementing the procedure in (4)-(6), all of the training blocks are assigned to a state

of texture T . We count the associated state transitions from block 5 to blocks 1-4, from which thei

�  are updated. The transition probabilities �  are likewise updated. Moreover, simple countingi       i
k,l      k,l,m

statistics on the state occupied by block 5 are used to update � . Finally, each state S  has from (4)-i
k     ik

(6) been assigned a set of training blocks, with associated wavelet coefficients W . The set of waveletj

coefficients associated with each state are used to update the associated quadtree HMTs, denoted by

b (W ), where we use the HMT refinement procedure employed in [7]. Having updated the modeli  j
k

parameters � ,  � , �  and b (W ), the modified Viterbi processing in (4)-(6) is repeated.i   i  i   i  j
k,l   k,l,m  k  k

The training algorithm seeks to select the maximum-likelihood (ML) state sequence, from

which we have the modified form of (1)

The training procedure outlined above is terminated, for a given texture T , when the average valuei

of (7) converges for the given training data.
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(8)

An HMM-HMT model is trained as above, for each texture of interest. In the testing phase,

a given image block is associated with a particular texture based on its wavelet coefficients, as well

as those of the eight surrounding blocks, constituting the nine-block unit in Fig. 4. The block to be

assigned to a particular texture therefore plays the role of block five in Fig. 4. A Viterbi-like testing

procedure is used for texture classification. In particular, let 

where the function p  is defined in (7). Block 5 is assigned to that texture T  for with L >L  for allV            k   k i

textures T�T .i k

III. Example Results

Below we present several example results. In all examples we employ the Haar wavelet [11]

for simplicity, although design of texture-specific wavelets is of interest for future studies. We

employ a two-state model for each texture considered (K=2). With regard to initializing model

training (see Sec. IIC), we compute the median pixel value for all training data associated with

texture T , this serving as a threshold t . For initialization of the two, state-dependent sets of quadtreesi       i

for HMT training, a given training block is initially associated with state S  if the associated meani1

pixel value is less than t , and otherwise the block is associated with state S . This initial partitioningi          i2

of blocks is used to design the first set of HMTs for S  and S . The iterative training procedure theni1  i2

follows as discussed in Sec. IIC.

In the examples presented below, performance of the HMM-HMT classifier introduced in

Sec. II is compared to that of two alternative approaches. In particular, using the procedure discussed

above, each texture is described by two states, each characterized by a unique set of HH, HL and LH

HMTs. For the two-texture problem considered below, we have a total of four such sets of HMTs.

As a comparison, rather than employing the HMTs in the context of the HMM, as discussed in Sec.

II, we simply use the HMTs alone to perform segmentation. This is the approach introduced in [7].

Using the notation introduced in Sec. IIA, a given block is assigned to state l of texture i if
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p(W �S )p(W �S )p(W �S )>p(W �S )p(W �S )p(W �S ), for all m�l and j�i. While thisHH il HL il LH il HH jm HL jm LH jm

procedure estimates both the texture type and associated state, it is only the former that we are

generally interested in. The principal difference between this direct-HMT texture classifier and the

HMM-HMT procedure introduced in Sec. II is that the HMM-HMT uses information about the

characteristics of the adjoining eight blocks, while the HMT makes a segmentation based on the

block in isolation. As discussed further below, we also consider HMT-based classification when only

a single set of HMTs (for HH, HL and LH) are designed for each texture.

The comparison of the HMM-HMT to the HMT alone yields insight into the benefits of

including information from surrounding blocks in the segmentation process. As an additional

comparison, it is also of interest to compare the HMM-HMT to an alternative means of accounting

for information from adjoining blocks. In this context we compare the HMM-HMT of Sec. II to the

distinct HMM-based algorithm developed by Li et al. [10]. The latter algorithm employs a causal

HMM construct, in which the state of a given block is conditionally dependent on two adjoining

blocks sharing a common edge, to the left and above. The top left block is the starting point, with

the algorithm proceeding sequentially until the right-bottom block is reached. All of the image

blocks are segmented simultaneously, as compared to the HMM-HMT approach (Sec. II) in which

each block is segmented separately, based only on the adjoining eight blocks. In the causal HMM

construct developed in [10], any feature set and feature model can be employed to characterize a

given texture state. Such that the comparisons are consistent, we also employ wavelet features, with

the HMT used to model the wavelet-coefficient statistics.

Summarizing, the three models under examination all employ block-based segmentation,

using a wavelet decomposition and an HMT wavelet statistical model. In one case the segmentation

of a given block is performed based on its associated wavelet coefficients alone (HMT classification,

as in [7]). In the other two cases a given block is segmented via HMTs, while employing information

about wavelet coefficients from surrounding blocks. In the HMM-HMT (Sec. II) a given block is

segmented based only on the surrounding eight blocks, while for the causal procedure outlined in

[9,10] the entire image is segmented at once, processing from the top-left to the bottom-right block.
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There is an important point of distinction between the two HMM-based algorithms, which

plays an important role while training. In particular, recall from Sec. IIC that it is assumed that all

nine blocks employed in the HMM-HMT are characteristic of the same texture (although each block

may in general occupy a different texture state). Therefore, when training the HMM-HMT for a

given texture type, we consider that texture in isolation. The algorithm introduced by Li et al. [10]

provides a global image segmentation, accounting for transitions from one texture to another. Rather

than having separate models for each texture separately, the algorithm in [10] employs a single

model for all texture types simultaneously. This implies that for this latter algorithm the training is

performed using images characterized by all textures of interest (not one texture at a time). The

advantage of this approach is that it may be better at handling the interface between two textures,

although the model complexity escalates significantly.

A. Synthetic imagery

As we discuss further in Sec. IIIB, it is often difficult to quantitatively score the performance

of a segmentation algorithm, as applied to measured (real) imagery, because “ground truth” is often

not known perfectly. In this context performance is often scored relative to human segmentation, but

the utility of this comparison is often questionable. Consequently, we first consider synthetic, two-

texture imagery for which truth is clear. Consider the two-texture image depicted in Fig. 6. Note that

each texture is composed of substructure (i.e., each is not a pure, homogeneous texture), with this

motivating the multi-state texture model. Further, there are two HMM-HMT models (one for each

of the textures, each characterized by two states). These models are trained using isolated examples

of the two textures in Fig. 6. The HMM algorithm of Li et al. [10] is trained using a complete (but

distinct) image of the form in Fig. 6, in which both textures appear simultaneously. In the context

of the HMT classifier alone, we consider two classifier manifestations. In one form, a single set of

HMTs (for HH, HL and LH) are designed for each of the two textures. In the second form of the

HMT classifier, four sets of HMT classifiers are used, two for each of the two textures. In the latter

case we employ the same set of state-dependent HMTs as considered in the HMM-HMT classifier.

In Figs. 7(a)-(d) we present results of the segmentation of Fig. 6, for the HMT, the algorithm
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of Li et al. [10], and the HMM-HMT discussed in Sec. II. In all subsequent discussion the algorithm

in [10] is termed a “2D-HMM”, to distinguish it from the HMT-HMM introduced in Sec. II (which

itself is a two-dimensional HMM, but in a localized form). In the results shown in Fig. 7 the block

sizes are 4×4, implying that the wavelet trees are composed of only two levels (as discussed below,

we can use larger block sizes, but in this case the segmented texture boundary is more coarse). As

indicated above, for the HMT classifier [7] (which does not account for inter-block coupling) we

have presented two sets of results. In one case a single HMT model is developed for each of the

textures, and in the other case we have two HMTs for each texture. It is important to underscore that

all four algorithms employ the HMT of [7], but in distinct ways. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the

HMM-HMT and 2D-HMM yield superior performance, relative to the two HMT approaches. This

issue is quantified below.

For this same example we also considered an 8×8 block size, this yielding three wavelet

levels. Because the block size is larger, more of the heterogeneity characteristic of a given texture

is captured within a single block, and therefore it is anticipated that a single HMT may be adequate

for a given texture (the smaller blocks discussed above are more likely to focus on the substructure

of the textures, with such more variable from block to block within a given texture). The results from

this segmentation are shown in Fig.8(a)-(d), in the form considered in Fig. 7. As anticipated, for this

case the isolated HMTs perform relatively well (considerably better than in Fig. 7). However,

because the block sizes are now large, the segmentation along the textural interface is relatively poor.

For the larger block sizes it is more likely adjacent blocks may be in distinct textures, vitiating the

assumptions concerning the nine adjacent blocks of the HMM-HMT (see Sec. II).

We quantify algorithm performance in Table 1, in which we tabulate the average percentage

error in classifying a given texture, for each of the four algorithms discussed in Figs. 7 and 8. For

the smaller block size (4×4, characteristic of Fig. 7) we see that the HMM-HMT provides superior

performance, with the 2D-HMM second, and the two HMTs characterized by relatively poor

performance. However, for the larger block size (8×8, characteristic of Fig. 8), we note that the

HMTs perform well relative to both the 2D-HMM and HMM-HMT. This quantitative summary for

the 8×8 blocks appears to be in conflict with results in Fig. 8, for which the HMM-HMT seems to
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provide the best performance. Although it is not clearly evident in Fig. 8, there is a relatively large

amount of segmentation error along the textural boundaries, this accounting for nearly all of the error

summarized in Table 1. However, based on simply a view of Fig. 8 it appears that the HMM-HMT

provides superior segmentation vis-à-vis all other algorithms considered, with this in fact true away

from the textural boundaries.

It is also of interest to examine the relative computational complexity of the HMT, 2D-HMM

and the HMM-HMT. All calculations have been performed in Matlab, employing a Pentium III

personal computer operating with a 500 MHz clock rate. The three models have not been optimized

for speed, and therefore the following comparison is simply to provide a qualitative assessment of

relative model complexity. Since the 2D-HMM and HMM-HMT both employ the HMT as an

integral element of its structure, both of these models are markedly more computationally expensive

than the HMT alone. Moreover, since the 2D-HMM seeks a global segmentation of a texture, while

the HMM-HMT seeks a localized segmentation (based on a given block, and its adjoining eight

neighbors), the latter is significantly more efficient than the former. The time required to process the

data in Fig. 7, relative to the HMT with a single model for each texture, was 1.5 times longer for the

HMT with two models per texture, 20 times longer for the HMM-HMT, and 70 times longer for the

2D-HMM. These numbers are for the testing phase only. The complexity of training yields a similar

set of relative values.

B. Measured imagery

In our second example we consider measured imagery, as shown in Fig. 9 (512×512 pixels).

This data set can be found at [17], and is representative of University of Southern California data

collected for the city of Stockton, CA, USA. Our objective for this example is to segment urban

regions from non-urban terrain (e.g. fields), analogous to as considered in [9]. As alluded to above,

for such an example it is difficult to define “truth”, and therefore we make more subjective

assertions, with the reader referred to Fig. 9 to assess algorithmic segmentation quality.

As in Sec. IIIA, for the HMT and HMM-HMT we build separate models for the urban and
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natural areas, with example training data of such depicted in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). For the 2D-HMM

we train simultaneously on both texture classes, as shown in Fig. 10(c). These training data came

from the same source as the image in Fig. 9, but the training and testing data are entirely distinct. We

assume two states for each of the two texture classes, and consider two forms of the HMT classifier

(i.e., a single set of HMTs for each texture, as well as two HMTs for each texture, the latter

characteristic of the two texture states). The classification results are depicted in Figs. 11(a)-(d), with

the urban regions segmented in black, while employing 4×4 blocks. All algorithms appear to perform

relatively well, for this data set. However, it appears that the HMT yield small localized regions

(“speckle”) at which there appear to be mis-classifications. The exploitation of information from

neighboring blocks appears to eliminate such mis-classifications in the HMM-HMT and 2D-HMM.

Note that the 2D-HMM results are characterized by horizontal white “streaks”, in particular regions.

Recall that the 2D-HMM performs a global optimization of the HMM parameters, when classifying.

For relatively large images this increases the computation time substantially (recall that, by contrast,

the HMM-HMT performs classification using localized units of nine blocks). Consequently, for the

2D-HMM testing phase, we broke the overall images into 32 smaller images. The white streaks are

manifested at the boundaries between such smaller sub-images. It is interesting to note that the HMT

and HMM-HMT do a relatively good job at segmenting roads as urban regions, even when such are

surrounded by natural terrain.

IV. Conclusions

We have proposed a new texture segmentation algorithm based on processing contiguous

blocks of imagery. The texture of a given block is dictated by the features of the associated block,

as well as features of the eight surrounding blocks. The inter-block statistics are modeled via a

hidden Markov model (HMM). The basic construct is applicable to arbitrary features, while in the

work presented here we have employed wavelet-based features. Within a given texture block, the

wavelet coefficients are modeled via a hidden Markov tree (HMT), as discussed in [7]. Each texture

is assumed to be manifested in the form of multiple states, with the state-dependent statistics

characterized via corresponding HMTs. The aforementioned states are utilized explicitly within the

context of the HMM, yielding what we have termed an HMM-HMT. The performance of the HMM-

HMT segmentation algorithm has been compared to alternative algorithms. In particular, we have
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considered using the HMTs directly, without accounting for inter-block statistics. Moreover, we have

also considered an alternative approach for handling inter-block statistics, as introduced by Li et al.

[10] (this algorithm here termed a 2D-HMM). The relative strengths and weaknesses of the three

approaches have been carefully discussed in the text.

Algorithm performance has been addressed using both synthetic and measured imagery. For

the examples considered, the HMM-HMT provided superior performance, except immediately at the

boundary between two textures, at which underlying HMM-HMT assumptions are violated. The

HMM-HMT is characterized by a computational complexity midway between that of the HMT alone

and the 2D-HMM.

There are several areas of interest for future research. In particular, in this paper we have only

considered the simple Haar wavelets [11]. It is of interest to examine the design of wavelets that are

tailored to the textures of interest [18]. Moreover, the basic HMM-HMT construct can be utilized

as a component of a more-general classifier, such as a support vector machine (SVM) [19]. In future

research we plan to utilize the HMM-HMT in the context of SVM kernel design.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematization of three levels of a two-dimensional wavelet decomposition, for a 2 ×2N N

dimensional image. The decomposition yields quadtrees for the high-high (HH), high-low (HL), and

LH outputs. In this figure we arbitrarily relate the decomposition to the HH filter response, with this

placed in a broader context in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Three levels of a wavelet decomposition. After filtering at each level, the HH, LL, LH and

HL images are decimated by a factor of two in both dimensions. The filtering process proceeds to

the next level, by filtering the LL image. 

Figure 3. An example image, in which we identify two possible associated states. The states are

defined over a block of pixels.

Figure 4. The statistical properties of a block of pixels (labeled block 5) is quantified in terms of the

pixel values from the eight surrounding blocks (labeled blocks 1-4 and 6-8).

Figure 5. Schematization of the Markov linkage of the nine contiguous blocks in Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Example two-texture image. 

Figure 7. Segmentation results for the image in Fig. 6. The block sizes for all examples is 4×4.  (a)

for the HMT [7] classifier with one set of HMTs designed for each texture, (b) the HMT classifier

with two sets of HMTs designed per texture, (c) the 2D-HMM algorithm of Li et al. [10], (d) and

the HMM-HMT discussed in Sec. II.

Figure 8. Segmentation results for the image in Fig. 6. The block sizes for all examples is 8×8.  (a)

for the HMT [7] classifier with one set of HMTs designed for each texture, (b) the HMT classifier

with two sets of HMTs designed per texture, (c) the 2D-HMM algorithm of Li et al. [10], (d) and

the HMM-HMT discussed in Sec. II.

Figure 9. Measured imagery on which segmentation is performed [17].

Figure 10. Examples of data used for training the classifiers. This data is distinct from that in Fig.

9 (but also found at [17]). (a) urban areas, used by the HMM-HMT (Sec. II) and the HMT [7]; (b)

natural areas also used by the HMM-HMT and HMT; (c) dual-texture region used by the 2D-HMM

[10].

Figure 11. Segmentation results for the image in Fig. 10. The block sizes for all examples is 4×4.
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(a) for the HMT [7] classifier with one set of HMTs designed for each texture, (b) the HMT classifier

with two sets of HMTs designed per texture, (c) the 2D-HMM algorithm of Li et al. [10], (d) and

the HMM-HMT discussed in Sec. II.

Table 1. Average percentage error in classifying a given texture, for each of the four algorithms

discussed in Figs. 7 and 8.
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